ECOSMARTE
WHOLE HOUSE WATER
WELL POE & CITY POE SYSTEMS

“

Our business started as chemical and salt-free
water for pools and spas. Our customers developed
the whole house water product line and we have
refined it over 20 years.

- Larry Couture, CEO Ecosmarte

WELL WATER WHOLE HOUSE SYSTEM
The Ecosmarte Well Water Point of Entry System cleans all of your water, indoor and outdoor, hot and cold. It gives you all the
benefits of a water softener, without the negatives. Dual media, dual electrode, triple tank system. One million gallon rated activated
carbon and hydroxite filter tanks, with automatic timed backwash valves. Dual ionization and oxygen electrodes. System comes
equipped with retention tank. EPA signature lab test on over 140 items included with every unit sold.
Why put harmful brine or chemicals into your septic system? 99% of ECOsmarte® well water installs discharge natural water to your
drain field. Every Ecosmarte Well Water System is personalized to your water depending on the different chemicals found in your well
water, eliminating all harmful chemicals. Each well water system comes with a 3 year full warranty with 5 year available, and 99.5%
satisfaction levels have been recorded on units sold since 1994. Your EPA/ETL lab results will determine whether you need the two or
three tank system. Multiple minerals other than calcium above EPA levels will generally require a three tank configuration. With an
Ecosmarte Whole House System you will have greener grass, your cut flowers will last longer, and your water will ALWAYS taste better
(bottled water from every faucet).
Please watch our video on Ecosmarte’s Well Water Whole House System at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvZ-9z7P1yE
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CITY WATER WHOLE HOUSE SYSTEM
Today’s water treatment methods rely on chemical disinfectants to prevent water borne diseases
from becoming epidemic health problems. Chlorination (the primary water treatment chemical)
has shown its ability to control the many water borne infectious diseases such as cholera, typhus
and dysentery, which could otherwise run rampant. Since its introduction into water treatment,
chlorination has become almost the sole method used for active disinfection of water. This
predominant position has been gained because of the recognized potency and acceptance of
chlorine as a germicide by public health authorities. Chlorination and chemical control of simple
biological organisms have proven useful and essential but we are learning the price we pay for the
benefits of chemical control. The side effects of chlorine, bromine, aluminum, phosphates, chromates, etc. cause adverse effects on human health and the health of our world environment.
ECOsmarte Point-of-Entry systems dramatically improve the quality of water by filtering out 99.5%
of the chlorine, ammonia and other chemicals that may be added to the water by municipal water
companies to sanitize the water. Once the water is stripped of these chemicals, it is sanitized in a
chemical-free manner through the use of copper ionization. The water is also oxidized in the
process. In addition to sanitizing the water, the ECOsmarte system protects your plumbing and
plumbing fixtures by preventing minerals from forming hard scale. Scale build-up is one of the
most common causes of failure of hot water heaters and dishwashing machines. The ECOsmarte
Point-of-Entry system not only provides bottled water quality throughout your house, hot and cold,
inside and out, it also increases the life of your appliances, including your hot water heater,
dishwashing machine, coffee maker and ice maker. The municipal Point-of-Entry system includes
one water tank with an electronic control head, two bags of filter media, an electronic controller
and an ionization/oxidation chamber and requires 2-4 hours to install. The system takes up less
space than a water softener and brine tank. With an Ecosmarte Whole House System you will have
greener grass, your cut flowers will last longer, and your water will ALWAYS taste better (bottled
water from every faucet).
Please watch our video on Ecosmarte’s Well Water Whole House System at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRBB4PziRg0

NO MORE
HAULING
SALT

ALL OF YOUR WATERINDOOR AND
OUTDOOR, HOT
AND COLD

$1000 OFF
A WHOLE HOUSE SYSTEM
IF YOU ARE A CURRENT
ECOSMARTE CUSTOMER

CALL 612-866-1200 TO REDEEM

WETTER WATER
WITHOUT THE
SOFTENER
“SLIME”

Watercheck
test kit comes
with every well
water whole
house system
so we can
customize your
Ecosmarte
system to your
water
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